
COHORT SESSION 7: SHAPE

Discover. Learn. 
Analyse. Shape.
Repeat



Today’s agenda

Welcome & Check in

Problem Trees – causes and effects

11:05 Break

Using data to make informed decisions

1pm Lunch

Makerble – reviewing goals

Systems mapping

Check out and Close



DWL Cohort programme

Discover Session 1 & 2

I have a better 
understanding of 
where our 
organisation is now 
and where we want 
to be

Learn Session 3&4

I know what tools 
can help me collect 
& analyse data

I have the improved 
skills to better 
collect, use and 
analyse data

Analyse Session 5 & 6

I am able to access 
& use external data 
sources

I can analyse and 
share my findings

Shape Session 7

I have Identified 
what needs to be 
done and the steps 
to get there



Problem & Objective 
Trees for planning & 
shaping Service delivery

MUSIC MENTORS HUNCH ANALYSIS 



Cause

Problem

Effect Effect

Problem

Cause Cause

Problem Tree template



Why use a Problem tree?
A problem tree analysis helps to illustrate the links between a set of complex issues or 
relationships by fitting them into a hierarchy of related factors. 

Using a Problem Tree can help to:
• Link together the various issues or factors which may contribute to problem. 
• Identify the underlying or root causes of a problem. 
• Break the problem down into manageable and definable chunks 
• Focus on current issues, rather than dwell on apparent, future or past issues
• When used with an objective tree, it helps to identify & prioritise solutions
• When done as a team, the design process help build a shared sense of understanding, 

purpose and action



Problem Tree example



What is a Objective (Solution Tree)?
An Objective Tree is a Problem Tree that is transformed into a set of future 
solutions to the problems. Each negative problem is converted into an 
objective by rewriting it as a positive future statement



Cause

Objective

Effect Effect

Objective

Cause Cause

Ojective (Solution) Tree template





Superhighways 
Help Desk 
problem tree



Group exercise
Create a Problem Tree for the Music Mentors charity



Music Mentors

Music Mentors work with people in prisons. People sign up to take part 
in group sessions where they work together with mentors to write, play 
and record music with other participants

The data we are using today is fictional data for the programme which 
we have created for training purposes.



Activities
Short term 
outcomes

Medium term 
outcomes

Long term 
outcomes

Impact

Attending music 

sessions

Building a relationship 

with a mentor

Setting goals

Composing music/ 

songs

Recording/performing/ 

achieving certificates

Opportunity to form 

new friendships 

Comfortable making 

mistakes 

Belonging to a group 

with shared experience

Opportunity to self-

reflect, understand & 

express self

Opportunity to learn 

from a role model

Improved ability to 

work with others

Greater feeling of 

affirmation & value

Greater belief in 

ability to achieve

Improved self-

discipline

Improved musical 

skills

Increased feeling 

self-worth

Increased sense of 

hope

Greater 

determination to 

succeed 

Development of 

positive identity 

away from that of 

an offender 

People lead a 

positive and 

meaningful life

Reduced re-

offending

Logic model / theory of change



Despite the overall success of the programme, the Programme Manager 
has a hunch that the music mentors programme is proving less of a 
success in some prisons.

Having done some research she has identified that the attendance at 
HMP Pentonville is poor and has some done some work into exploring 
why. Using the data set provided create a data informed problem tree to
explore the problem :“Session Attendance is poor at Pentonville”

Exploring a hunch



Music 
Mentors 
problem 
tree



Music 
Mentors 
Objective 
tree

Key:
Green = new 
idea to 
implement

Blue = new 
proposed targets



Systems audit recap
Refining our processes with a systems audit – recap and refine





Refining your 
systems template

✓Complete / refine your 
template

✓There’s new info to add



Process & systems mapping
What is it and how can it make a difference?

Tool Data Connect



Advantages of process & systems mapping

✓Identifies fragmentation – multiple systems employed by multiple teams

✓Identifies missing or inaccurate data – the team might not know the 
importance of collecting certain data or make assumptions or guesses to 
complete unknowns

✓Identifies bottle necks e.g. too much information being asked at the first 
contact resulting in gaps that aren’t ever completed

✓Identifies inefficiencies – duplication of data collection and data entry









Map your own 
system





Share your map

✓What have you found?

✓How easy is it to access your 
data?

✓And to analyse it?



Client journey 
– who, what 
and when?

Housing Advice Agency



Community Mental Health Cafe

1
• GP Referral Form

• Basic details about individual including contact details and reason for referral

2
• Mental Health Assessment Form
• One to one meeting with individual before first attending a Café

• Further demographic data capture

3
• Weekly routine data collection
• Attendance register

• Mood scale for attendees – on arrival and when leaving

• Debrief with volunteers – observational data



It doesn’t have to be perfect!



Building a data culture

✓Skills training for staff – what should be the standard?
✓ Training in internal systems e.g. sharepoint, teams,outlook. The assumption is that people know 

how to use these building blocks by some sort of osmosis and that leads to things going wrong.
✓ Training in core office tools - Word/Presentation tools
✓ Spreadsheets!! This are the backbone of most organisations data collection, storage and analysis
✓ Internal databases – not just how to use them but what “good” data entry should look like and 

why you need it.
- Create an onboarding template to share?

✓Collaborative digital tools for comms & planning

✓Agile/iterative approach to change

✓Bringing the whole team with you


